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Abstract
In this paper, we study the problem of constructing and maintaining a large shared repository of web pages.
We discuss the unique characteristics of such a repository, propose an architecture, and identify its functional
modules. We focus on the storage manager module, and illustrate how traditional techniques for storage and
indexing can be tailored to meet the requirements of a web repository. To evaluate design alternatives, we also
present experimental results from a prototype repository called WebBase, that is currently being developed at
Stanford University.
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1 Introduction
A number of important applications require local access to substantial portions of the web. Examples include
traditional text search engines [9] [2], related page services [9] [1], and topic-based search and categorization
services [18]. Such applications typically access, mine or index a local cache or repository of web pages, since
performing their analyses directly on the web would be too slow. For example, the Google search engine [9]
computes the PageRank [3] of every web page by recursively analyzing the web's link structure. The
repository receives web pages from a crawler, which is the component responsible for mechanically finding
new or modified pages on the web. At the same time, the repository offers applications an access interface
(API) so that they may efficiently access large numbers of up-to-date web pages.
In this paper, we study the design of a large shared repository of web pages. We present an architecture for
such a repository, we consider and evaluate various implementation alternatives, and we describe a prototype
repository that is being developed as part of the WebBase project at Stanford University. The prototype
already has a collection of around 40 million web pages and is being used as a testbed to study different
storage, indexing, and data mining techniques. An earlier version of the prototype was used as the back-end
storage system of the Google search engine. The new prototype is intended to offer parallelism across
multiple storage computers, and support for a wider variety of applications (as opposed to just text-search
engines). The prototype does not currently implement all the features and components that we present in this
paper, but the most important functions and services are already in place.
A web repository stores and manages a large collection of data "objects," in this case web pages. It is
conceptually not that different from other systems that store data objects, such as file systems, database
management systems, or information retrieval systems. However, a web repository does not need to provide a
lot of the functionality that the other systems provide, such as transactions, or a general directory naming
structure. Thus, the web repository can be optimized to provide just the essential services, and to provide them
in a scalable and very efficient way. In particular, a web repository needs to be tuned or targeted to provide:
Scalability: Given the size and the growth of the web [12], it is paramount that the repository scale to very
large numbers of objects. The ability to seamlessly distribute the repository across a cluster of computers and
disks is essential. Of particular interest to us is the use of network disks [14] to hold the repository. A network
disk is a disk, containing a processor, and a network interface that allows it to be connected directly to a

network. Network disks provide a simple and inexpensive way to construct large data storage arrays, and may
therefore be very appropriate for web repositories.
Streams: While the repository needs to provide access to individual stored web pages, the most demanding
access will be in bulk, to large collections of pages, for indexing or data mining. Thus the repository must
support stream access, where for instance the entire collection is scanned and fed to a client for analysis.
Eventually, the repository may need to support ordered streams, where pages can be returned at high speed in
some order. (For instance, a data mining application may wish to examine pages by increasing modified date,
or in decreasing page rank.)
Large updates: The web changes rapidly [12] [8][16]. Therefore, the repository needs to handle a high rate of
modifications. As new versions of web pages arrive, the space occupied by old versions must be reclaimed
(unless a history is maintained, which we do not consider here). This means that there will be substantially
more space compaction or reorganization than in most file or data systems. The repository must have a good
strategy to avoid excessive conflicts between the update process and the applications accessing pages.
Expunging Pages: In most file or data systems, objects are explicitly deleted when no longer needed.
However, when a web page is removed from a web site, the repository is not notified. Thus, the repository
must have a mechanism for detecting obsolete pages and removing them. This is akin to "garbage collection"
except that it is not based on reference counting.
In this paper we study how to build a web repository that can meet these requirements. In particular,
● We propose a repository architecture that supports the required functionality and high performance.
This architecture is amenable to the use of, but does not require, network disks [14].
●

●

●

●

We present alternatives for distributing web pages across computers and disks. We also consider
different mechanisms for staging the new pages provided by the crawler, as they are applied to the
repository.
We consider ways in which the crawler and the repository can interact, including through batch
updates, or incremental updates.
We study strategies for organizing the web pages within a "node" or computer in the system. We
consider how space compaction or reorganization can be performed under each scheme.
We present experimental results from our prototype, as well as simulated comparisons between some of
the approaches. This sheds light on the available design options and illustrates how the nature of the
workload (in terms of crawling speed, streaming rate, etc.) determines the appropriate design choices.

Our goal is to cover a wide variety of techniques, but to keep within space limitations, we are forced to make
some restrictions in scope. In particular, we do make the following assumptions about the operations of the
crawler and the repository. Other alternatives are interesting and important, but simply not covered here.
● We assume that the crawler is incremental [4] and does not visit the entire web each time it runs.
Rather, the crawler merely visits those pages that it believes have changed or been created since the last
run. Such crawlers scale better as the web grows.
● The repository does not maintain a temporal history (or multiple versions) of the web. In other words,
only the latest version of each web page is retained in the repository.
● The repository stores only standard HTML pages. All other media and document types are ignored by
the crawler.
● Finally, indexes are constructed using a snapshot view of the contents of the repository. In other words,
the indexes represent the state of the repository between two successive crawler runs. They are updated
only at the end of each crawler run and not incrementally.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an architectural description of the

various components of the repository, while in Section 3 we concentrate on one of the fundamental
components of the architecture- namely the storage manager. In Section 4 we present results from
experiments conducted to evaluate various options for the design of the storage manager, while in Section 5
we survey some related work. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.

Figure 1: WebBase Architecture

2 Architecture
Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the WebBase system in terms of the main functional modules and their
interactions. It shows the five main modules - the crawler, the storage manager, the metadata and indexing
module, the multicast module, and the query engine. The connections between these modules represent
exchange of information in the indicated directions.
The crawler module is responsible for retrieving pages from the web and handing them to the storage
management module. The crawler periodically goes out to the web to retrieve fresh copies of pages already
existing in the repository, as well as pages that have not been crawled before. The storage module performs
various critical functions that include assignment of pages to storage devices, handling updates from the
crawler after every fresh crawl, and scheduling and servicing various types of requests for pages. Our focus in
this paper will be on the storage module, but in this section we provide an overview of all the components.
The metadata and indexing module is responsible for extracting metadata from the collected pages, and for
indexing both the pages and the metadata. The metadata represents information extracted from the web pages,
for example, their title, creation date, or set of outgoing URLs. It may also include information obtained by
analyzing the entire collection. For instance, the number of incoming links for each page (coming from other
pages), or citation count, can be computed and included as metadata. The module also generates indexes for
the metadata and for the web pages. The indexes may include traditional full text indexes, as well as indexes
on metadata attributes. For example, an index on citation count can be used to quickly locate all web pages

having more than say 100 incoming links. The metadata and indexes are stored on separate devices from the
main web page collection, in order to minimize access conflict between page retrieval and query processing.
In our prototype implementation simple metadata attributes are stored and indexed using a relational database.
The query engine and the multicast module together provide access to the content stored in the repository.
Their roles are described in the following subsection.
2.1 Access Modes
The repository supports three major access modes for retrieving pages:
● Random access
● Query-based access
● Streaming access
Random access: In this mode, a specific page is retrieved from the repository by specifying the URL (or
some other unique identifier) associated with that page.
Query-based access: In this mode, requests for a set of pages are specified by queries that characterize the
pages to be retrieved. These queries may refer to metadata attributes, or to the textual content of the web
pages. For example, suppose the indexing module maintains one index on the words present in the title of a
web page and another index on the hypertext links pointing out of a given page. These indexes could together
be used to respond to a query such as: "Retrieve the URLs of all pages which contain the word Stanford in the
title and which point to http://www-db.stanford.edu/". The query engine (shown in Figure 1) is responsible for
handling all such query-based accesses to the repository.
Streaming access: Finally, in the streaming access mode, all, or at least a substantial portion, of the pages in
the repository are retrieved and delivered in the form of a data stream directed to the requesting client
application. This access mode is unique to a web repository and is important for applications that need to deal
with a large set of pages. For example, many of the search applications mentioned in Section 1 require access
to millions of pages to build their indexes or perform their analysis. In particular, within the WebBase system,
the streaming interface is used by the indexing module to retrieve all the pages from the repository and build
the necessary indexes.
The multicast module in Figure 1 is responsible for handling all external requests for streaming mode access.
In particular, multiple clients may make concurrent stream requests. Therefore, if the streams are organized
properly, several clients may share the transmitted pages. Our goal for the WebBase repository is to make the
streams available not just locally, but also to remote applications at other institutions. This would make it
unnecessary for other sites to crawl and store the web themselves. We believe it will be much more efficient
to multicast streams out of a single repository over the Internet, as opposed to having multiple applications do
their own crawling, hitting the same web sites, and on many occasions requesting copies of the same pages.
Initially, WebBase supports stream requests for the entire collection of web pages, in an arbitrary order that
best suits the repository. WebBase also supports restartable streams that give a client the ability to pause and
resume a stream at will. This requires that state information about a given stream be continuously maintained
and stored at either the repository or the client, so that pages are not missed or delivered multiple times.
Stream requests will be extended to include requests for subsets of pages (e.g., get all pages in the ".edu"
domain) in arbitrary order. Eventually, we plan to introduce order control, so that applications may request
particular delivery orders (e.g., pages in increasing page rank). We are currently investigating strategies for
combining stream requests of different granularities and orders, in order to improve data sharing across
clients.
2.2 Page identifier

Since a web page is the fundamental logical unit being managed by the repository, it is important to have a
well-defined mechanism that all modules can use to uniquely refer to a specific page. In the WebBase system,
a page identifier is constructed by computing a signature (e.g., checksum or cyclic redundancy check) of the
URL associated with that page. However, a given URL can have multiple text string representations. For
example, http://www.stanford.edu:80/ and http://www.stanford.edu both represent the same web page but
would give rise to different signatures. To avoid this problem, we first normalize the URL string and derive a
canonical representation. We then compute the page identifier as a signature of this canonical representation.
The details are as follows:
● Normalization: A URL string is normalized by executing the following steps:
❍ Removal of the protocol prefix (http://) if present
❍ Removal of a :80 port number specification if present (However, non-standard port number
specifications are retained)
❍ Conversion of the server name to lower case
❍ Removal of all trailing slashes ("/")
● The resulting text string is hashed using a signature computation to yield a 64-bit page identifier.
The use of a hashing function implies that there is a non-zero collision probability. Nevertheless, a good hash
function along with a large space of hashes makes this a very unlikely occurrence. For example, with 64 bit
identifiers and 100 million pages in the repository, the probability of collision is 0.0003. That is, 3 out of
10,000 repositories would have a collision. With 128 bit identifiers and a 10 billion page collection, the
probability of collision is 10-18. See [5] for more discussion and a derivation of a general formula for
estimating collisions.

3 Storage Manager
In this section we discuss the design of the storage manager. This module stores the web pages on local disks,
and provides facilities for accessing and updating the stored pages. The storage manager stores the latest
version of every page retrieved by the crawler. Its goal is to store only the latest version (not a history) of any
given page. However, two issues require consideration :
● Consistency of indexes: A page that is being referenced by one or more indexes must not be removed
from the repository even if a later version of the same page has been retrieved by the crawler. For all
such pages, two versions might need to temporarily co-exist until the indexes can be modified. This
requirement impacts the functioning of the various update schemes and we defer a discussion of this
issue to Section 3.3.
Expunging pages: The storage manager is free to expunge pages that no longer exist on the web. Since
the crawler does not explicitly indicate what pages have been removed from web sites, it is the
responsibility of the storage manager to ensure that old copies of non-existent pages are periodically
expunged.
Traditional garbage collection algorithms [17] reclaim space by discarding objects that are no longer
referenced. The inherent assumption is that all data objects are available for testing, so that non-referenced
objects can be identified. This differs from our situation, where the aim is to detect, as soon as possible,
whether an object has been deleted in a remote location (a web site) so that it can be similarly deleted from a
local copy (the repository). To do this cleanup, the storage manager associates two numerical values with each
page in the repository - allowed lifetime and lifetime count. Allowed lifetime represents the time a page can
remain in the repository without being refreshed or replaced. When a page is crawled for the first time, or
when a new version of the page is received from the crawler, the page's lifetime count is set to the allowed
lifetime. Otherwise, the lifetime count of all pages is regularly decremented to reflect the amount of time for
●

which they have been in the repository. Periodically, the storage manager runs a background process that
constructs a list of URLs corresponding to all those pages whose lifetime count is about to reach 0. It forwards
the list to the crawler, which attempts to visit each one of those URLs during the next crawling cycle. Those
URLs in the list for which no pages are received from the crawler during the next update cycle are removed
from the repository. If the crawler indicates that it was unable to verify the existence of a certain page,
possibly because of network problems, then that page is not expunged. Instead, its lifetime count is set to a
very small value to ensure that it will be included in the list next time around.
Note that the crawler has its own parameters [4] for deciding the periodicity with which individual pages are
to be crawled. The list provided by the storage manager is only in addition to the pages that the crawler
already intends to visit.
For scalability, the storage manager must be distributed across a collection of storage nodes, each equipped
with a processor, one or more disks, and the ability to connect to a high-speed communication network. (For
WebBase, each node can either be a network disk, or a regular computer.) To coordinate the nodes, the
storage manager employs a central node management server . This server maintains a table of parameters
describing the current state of each storage node. The parameters include:
● Total storage capacity, occupied space, and free space on each node
● Extent of fragmentation on each storage device
● Current state of the node - possible states include down, idling, streaming, and storing (the significance
of each of these states will become clear once the update operations are presented)
● Number of outstanding requests for page retrieval and their types (random access, query-based, or
streaming mode)
Based on this information, the node management server allocates storage nodes to service requests for stream
accesses. It also schedules and controls the integration of freshly crawled pages into the repository. In the
remainder of this section we discuss the following design issues for the storage manager:
● Distribution of pages among the storage nodes (Section 3.1)
●

Organization of pages on each storage device for maximum efficiency during streaming and random
access (Section 3.2)

●

Update mechanism to integrate freshly crawled pages into the system (Section 3.3)

3.1 Page distribution across nodes
We consider two policies for distributing pages across multiple storage nodes.
● Uniform distribution: All storage nodes are treated identically; any page can be assigned to any of the
nodes in the system.
● Hash distribution: The page identifier (computed as the signature of the URL as described in Section
2.2) is used to decide the allocation of pages to storage nodes. Each storage node is associated with a
range of identifiers and contains all the pages whose identifiers fall within that range.
The hash distribution policy requires only a very sparse global index to locate the node in which a page with a
given identifier would be located. This global index could in fact be implicit, if we interpret some portion (say
the high order n bits) of the page identifier as denoting the number of the storage node to which the page
belongs. In comparison, the uniform distribution policy requires a dense global index that maps each page
identifier to the node containing the page. On the other hand, by imposing no fixed relationships between page
identifiers and nodes, the uniform distribution policy simplifies the addition of new storage nodes into the
system. With hash-based distribution, this would require some form of "extensible hashing". For the same
reason, the uniform distribution policy is also more robust to failures. Failure of one of the nodes, when the

crawler is providing new pages, can be handled by allocating all new incoming pages to the remaining nodes.
With hashing, if an incoming page falls within a failed node, special recovery measures will be called for.
3.2 Organization of pages on disk
Each storage node must be capable of efficiently supporting three operations: page addition, high-speed
streaming, and random page access. In this subsection we describe three ways to organize the data within a
node to support these operations: hash-based organization , log-structured organization, and hashed-log
organization. We defer an analysis of the pros and cons of these methods to a later section where we describe
experiments that aid in the comparison.
3.2.1 Hash-based organization

Hash-based organization treats each disk as a collection of hash buckets. Each bucket is small enough to be
read into memory, processed, and written back to disk. Each bucket stores pages that are allocated to that node
and whose identifiers fall within the bucket's range. Note that this range is different from the range of page
identifiers allocated to the storage node as a whole according to the hash distribution policy of Section 3.1.
Buckets that are associated with successive ranges of identifiers are also assumed to be physically continuous
on disk (excluding overflow buckets if any). Also, we assume that within each bucket, pages are stored in
increasing order of their identifiers. Note that at any given time, only a portion of the space allocated to a hash
bucket will be occupied by pages - the rest will be free space.
Clearly, this organization is very efficient for random page access since there is no need for a local index to
map a page identifier to the physical location on disk. Streaming can also be supported efficiently by
sequentially reading the buckets from disk in the order of their physical locations. The effective streaming rate
will be some fraction of the maximum disk transfer rate, with the fraction being the average space utilization
of the hash buckets.
The performance of hash-based organization during page addition depends on the order in which the pages are
received. If new pages are received in a purely random order, then each page addition will require one read of
the relevant bucket, followed by an in-memory update, and then a disk write to flush the modified bucket back
to disk. Space used by old, unwanted pages can be reclaimed as part of this process. Note that buffering is
unlikely to be very useful here since the probability that two buffered pages hash to the same bucket will be
very low, given the size and number of hash buckets on a typical disk.
On the other hand, if pages are received in the order of their page identifiers, a more efficient method is
possible. In particular, as each bucket is read from disk, a batch of new pages can be added, and then written
to disk. (The in-memory addition is simple since the incoming and the stored pages are in order.) As a result,
buffering of pages is guaranteed to be much more effective than in the unsorted case. If main memory is
available, more than one bucket can be read into memory and merged with the incoming pages, allowing each
disk operation to be amortized among even more pages (cf. Scenario 2 of Section 3.3.1).
3.2.2 Log-structured organization

The log-structured page organization is based on the same principles as the Log-structured File System (LFS)
described in [15]. New pages received by the node are simply appended to the end of a log, making the
process very efficient. To be more specific, the storage node maintains either two or three objects on each
disk:
● A large log that occupies most of the space available on disk and which includes all the pages allocated
to that disk as a single continuous chunk
● A catalog that contains one entry corresponding to each page present in the log. A typical catalog entry

includes the following information:
❍ Identifier of the page in question
❍ Pointer to the physical location of the page within the log
❍ Size of the page
❍ Status of the page (valid or deleted - the semantics of these states will be clear once the update
strategies are discussed)
❍ Timestamp denoting the time when the page was added to the repository
● If random access to a page is required, then a local B-tree index that maps a given page identifier to the
corresponding location of the page, is also maintained.
For typical network or PC disk sizes and average web page sizes, the number of pages in the log is small
enough that only the leaves of the B-tree need to reside on disk. Therefore, from now on, we will assume that
only one disk access is required to retrieve an entry from the B-tree index.
New pages are appended to the end of the log. If we assume that the catalog and B-tree do not necessarily
have to be kept continuously up to date on disk, then batch mode page addition is extremely efficient since it
involves successively writing to contiguous portions of the disk. The required modifications to the catalog are
buffered in memory and periodically flushed to disk. Log space must eventually be compacted, to remove old,
unwanted pages. Also, once page addition completes, the B-tree index must be updated.
Random page access requires two disk accesses, one to read the appropriate B-tree index block and retrieve
the physical position of the page, and another to retrieve the actual page.
Streaming, with no restrictions on stream order, is very efficient since it merely involves a sequential read of
the log. Note that this assumes that all the pages in the log at the time of streaming are "valid". For
batch-update systems that perform disk compaction (cf. Section 3.3.1), this assumption is guaranteed to be
true. For systems that cannot make the same guarantee, additional disk accesses will be needed to examine the
catalog and discard pages whose status flag is not set to "valid".
3.2.3 Hashed-log organization

As the name suggests, the hashed-log organization is a hybrid of the above two organization methods. In this
scheme, a disk contains a number of large logs (and their associated catalogs) each similar in structure, but
smaller, than the single log used in the pure log-structured organization. Each of these individual logs is
typically about 8-10 MB in size. Like hash buckets, each log file is associated with a range of hash values and
stores all pages that are assigned to that node and whose page identifier falls within that range. However, there
are two major differences between hash buckets and the logs used in the hashed-log organization. First, the
logs are much bigger than hash buckets and are therefore expensive to read into memory for each random
page access. Second, the pages are not stored in sorted order within each log. As a result, efficient random
access in a hashed-log node requires a B-tree index. Page addition in a hashed-log node involves buffering
pages in memory, to the extent possible, and appending them to the appropriate logs based on their identifiers.
However, the most important feature of this organization (for our purposes) is the ability to stream out pages
in sorted order. To accomplish this, logs are read into memory in the order of their associated hash range
values, sorted in memory, and then transmitted. Note that we assume that the logs, though much bigger than
hash buckets, are still small enough to fit completely in memory. The motivation for such an organization is
discussed in Section 4.2.1.
3.3 Update Schemes
We assume that updates proceed in cycles. The crawler collects a set of new pages, these are incorporated into
the repository, the metadata indexes are built for the new snapshot, and a new cycle begins. Under this model,

there is a period of time, between the end of a crawl and the completion of index rebuilding, when older
versions of pages (that are being referenced by the existing index) need to be retained. This will ensure that
ongoing page retrieval requests, either through query-based access or streaming mode access, are not
disrupted. Thus, we classify all pages in the repository as:
● Class A: Old versions of pages (referenced by the current active indexes) whose newer versions already
exist in the repository.
● Class B: Unchanged pages - those pages for which only one version exists because they were not
crawled between the time the index was last built and the time the latest crawl was executed.
● Class C: These include pages not seen before, as well as new versions of pages whose older versions
already exist as class A pages. In other words, all the pages received from the crawler during a crawling
cycle are class C pages.
Thus, the update process consists of the following steps:
● Receive class C pages from the crawler and add them to the repository.
● Rebuild all the indexes using the class B and class C pages.
● Delete the class A pages.
If the system does not accept random or query-based page access requests until the entire update operation is
complete, it is possible to exchange the order of execution of the last two steps. In that case, the class A pages
need not be retained until the indexes are rebuilt. The batch update method described in Section 3.3.1 operates
in this manner. Besides the batch update scheme, we also briefly describe an incremental update scheme in
Section 3.3.2. There are additional options beyond these two. For example, one could have two full copies of
the repository, and alternate between them when one copy is updated. We do not discuss these other strategies
here.
3.3.1 Batch update scheme

In this update scheme, the storage nodes in the system are partitioned into two sets - update nodes and read
nodes. The freshly crawled class C pages are stored on the update nodes whereas class B and class A pages
are stored on the read nodes. By definition, the active index set (before rebuilding) references only class A and
class B pages - therefore all requests for page retrieval will involve only the read nodes. Analogously, only the
update nodes will be involved in receiving and storing pages retrieved by the crawler. Figure 2 illustrates the
flow of data between the crawler and the two sets of nodes during the batch update process. The steps for a
batch update are as follows :

Figure 2: Batch update strategy

1. System isolation:
1. The multicast module stops accepting new stream requests.
2. The crawler finishes adding class C pages to the update disks.
3. Queries are suspended, and the system waits for ongoing stream transfers to complete.
2. Page transfer: Class C pages are transferred from the update nodes to the read nodes, and class A pages
are removed from the read nodes. The details of these operations depend on both the page organization
scheme and the page distribution policy. We discuss some examples of page transfer at the end of this section.
3. System restart:
1. The class C pages stored in the update nodes are removed. If needed, the crawler can be restarted to
start populating the update nodes once more.
2. All the pages from the read nodes are streamed out to the indexing module to enable index
reconstruction. External requests for streaming access can be accepted provided they do not involve
access to one or more indexes.
3. Once the indexes have been rebuilt, the read nodes start accepting random and query-based requests.
The exact mechanism for the transfer of pages between update and read nodes depends on the page
organization and distribution policy used in each set of nodes (both the organization and the policy could be
different for the two sets). In what follows, we illustrate two possible scenarios for the transfer.
Scenario 1 - Log-structured organization and Hash distribution policy on both sets : For illustration, let us
assume there are 4 update nodes and 12 read nodes. The crawler computes the identifier of each new page it
obtains. Pages in the first quarter of the identifier range are stored in update node 1, the pages in the second
quarter go to node 2, and so on. When the crawl cycle ends, update node 1 will sub-partition its allocated
identifier range into 3 subranges, and will send its pages to the first three read disks. Similarly, update disk 2
will partition its pages to read disks 4, 5 and 6, and so on. Thus, each read disk receives pages from only one
update disk. The sequence of steps for transferring pages to the read nodes is as follows:
1. Each update node i constructs lists Li,j. List Li,j contains the identifiers of class C pages that are
currently in i and which are destined for read node j.

2. Suppose read node j receives a list of pages from the update node i. It then computes L'i,j =
Intersection(Li,j, Rj) where Rj denotes the list of identifiers corresponding to pages currently stored in j
(note that Rj is directly available by a scan of the catalog).
3. By definition, L'i,j represents the set of class A pages at read node j. The catalog entries for these pages
are located and their status flags are modified to indicate that they have been "deleted".
4. Next, the read nodes go into compaction mode to reclaim space created by the deletion of these class A
pages.
5. Finally, each update node begins transmitting streams of class C pages to the corresponding read nodes.
Each stream contains exactly the pages that are destined for the receiving read node.
6. Once all the pages have been received, each read node, if necessary, builds a local B-tree index to
support random access.
Scenario 2 - Hash-based organization and Hash distribution policy on both sets : The use of a hash-based node
organization allows for certain optimizations while transferring pages to the read nodes. For one, since
corresponding class A and class C pages are guaranteed to be present in the same hash bucket, deletion of
class A pages does not occupy a separate step, but is performed in conjunction with the addition of class C
pages. The steps are as follows :
1. Each update node reads the hash buckets into memory in the order of their physical locations on disk.
As a result (Section 3.2.1), the pages are read in the increasing order of their identifiers.
2. For each page retrieved from disk, the update nodes determine the read node to which the page is to be
forwarded, and transmit the page accordingly.
3. Each read node begins to receive a sorted stream of pages from one of the update nodes.
4. The read nodes read their hash buckets into memory in the order of their physical locations on disk.
They then execute a "merge sort" that involves both the incoming sorted stream as well the pages that
they read from disk. As part of the merge sort, if a page arriving on the stream has the same identifier as
one of the pages retrieved from disk, then the former is preferred and the latter is discarded. (This
corresponds to replacing a class A page by the corresponding class C page). The resulting merged
output is written out to disk as the modified hash buckets. Figure 3 illustrates how the merge sort is
executed.

Figure 3: Addition of new pages using merge sort

Advantages of the batch update scheme: The most attractive characteristic of the batch update scheme is the
lack of conflict between the various operations being executed on the repository. A single storage node does
not ever have to deal with both page addition and page retrieval concurrently. Another useful property is that
the physical locations of pages on the read nodes do not change between updates. (This is because the
compaction operation, which could potentially change the physical location, is part of the update). This helps
to greatly simplify the state information required to support restartable streams as described in Section 2.1.
For a given restartable stream, the state information merely consists of a pair of values (Node-id, Page-id)
where, Node-id represents some unique identifier for the storage node that contained the last page transmitted
to the client before the interruption, and Page-id represents the identifier for that last page.
3.3.2 Incremental update scheme

In the incremental update scheme, there is no division of work between read and update nodes. All nodes are
equally responsible for supporting both update and access simultaneously. The crawler is allowed to place the
freshly crawled pages on any of the nodes in the system as long as it conforms to the page distribution policy.
Analogously, requests for pages through any of the three access modes may involve any of the nodes present
in the system. The extraction of metadata and construction of indexes are undertaken periodically,
independent of the ingestion of new pages into the repository.
As a result, the incremental update scheme is capable of providing continuous service. Unlike in the batch
update scheme, there is no need to isolate the system during update. The addition of new pages into the
repository is a continuous process that takes place in conjunction with streaming and random access. Further,
this scheme makes it possible to provide even very recently crawled pages to the clients through the streaming
or random access modes (though the metadata and indexes associated with these pages may not yet be
available). However, such continuous service does have its drawbacks:
Performance penalty: Performance may suffer because of conflicts between multiple simultaneous read and
update operations. This performance penalty can be alleviated, to some extent, by employing the uniform
distribution policy and having the node management server try to balance the loads. For example, when the
node management server detects that a set of nodes are very busy responding to a number of high-speed
streaming requests, it can ensure that addition of new pages from the crawler does not take place at these
nodes. All such page addition requests can be redirected to other more lightly loaded nodes.
Requires dynamically maintained local index: Consider the case when the incremental update scheme is
employed in conjunction with log-structured page organization. Holes created by the removal of class A pages
are reclaimed through compaction which has the effect of altering the physical location of the stored pages.
This makes it necessary to dynamically maintain a local index to map a given page identifier to its current
physical address. This was not necessary in the batch update scheme since the physical location of all the
pages in the read nodes was unaltered between two successive updates.
Restartable streams are more complicated: When incremental update is used in conjunction with hash-based
page organization, the state information required to support restartable streams gets complicated, since the
physical locations of pages are not preserved when there are bucket overflows. However, it turns out that in
the case of log-structured organization, it is possible to execute compaction in such a way that despite
incremental update, the simple state information used by the batch-update system suffices. The extended
version of this paper [10] discusses these issues in further detail.

4. Experiments
We conducted experiments to compare the performance of some of the design choices that we have presented.
In this section we will describe selected results of these experiments and discuss how various system
parameters influence the "best" configuration (in terms of the update strategy, page distribution policy, and
page organization method) for the storage manager.
4.1 Experimental Setup
Our WebBase prototype includes an implementation of the storage manager with the following configuration:
● Update strategy: Batch update
● Page distribution policy for both update and read nodes: Hash distribution
● Page organization method used in both sets of nodes: Log-structured organization
The storage manager is fed pages by an incremental crawler that retrieves pages at the rate of approximately
50-100 pages/second. The WebBase storage manager can run on network disks or on conventional PCs. For
the experiments we report here, we used a cluster of PC's connected by a 100 Mbps Ethernet LAN, since
debugging and data collection are easier on PCs. In addition to the repository, we have also implemented a
client module and a crawler emulator. The client module sends requests for random or streaming mode
accesses to the repository, and receives pages from the read nodes in response. The crawler emulator retrieves
stored web pages from an earlier version of the repository and transmits it to the update nodes at a controllable
rate. Using such an emulator instead of the actual crawler provided us with the necessary flexibility to control
the crawling speed, without interacting with the actual web sites.
For ease of implementation, the storage manager has been implemented on top of the standard Linux file
system. In order to conform to the operating system limit on maximum file size, the log-structured
organization has been approximated by creating a collection of individual log files, each approximately 512
MB in size, on each node.
To compare different page distribution and node organization alternatives, we conducted extensive simulation
experiments. The simulation hardware parameters were selected to match our prototype hardware. This
allowed us to verify the simulation results with our prototype, at least for the scenario that our prototype
implements (batch updates, hash page distribution, log-structured nodes). For other scenarios, the simulator
allows us to predict how our prototype would have performed, had we chosen other strategies. All of the
performance results in this section are from the simulator, except for those in Table 3 and Figure 4, which
report the performance of the actual prototype.
We used the following performance metrics for comparing different system configurations (all are expressed
in terms of number of pages/second/node):
● Page addition rate : This is the maximum rate at which the system is able to receive new pages and add
them to the repository.
● Random page access rate: Random page access refers to the retrieval of a certain page from the
repository by specifying the identifier associated with that page. Random page access rate is the
maximum rate at which such requests can be serviced by the system.
● Streaming rate: refers to the rate at which all the pages in the system can be retrieved and transmitted
without imposing any specific transmission order.
Note that all our performance metrics are on a per-node basis. This enables us to present results that are
independent of the number of nodes in the actual system. For systems using batch-update, the inherent
parallelism in the operations implies that the overall page addition rate of the system (random page access
rate) is simply the per-node value multiplied by the number of update nodes (number of read nodes) if we

assume that the network is not a bottleneck. For incremental update systems, the scale up is not perfectly
linear because of conflict between operations. For batch update systems, an additional performance metric is
the batch update time. This is the time during which the repository is isolated and does not provide page
access services.
We present some selected experimental results below. The first set of results include a comparison of the three
different page organization methods described in Section 3.2, as well as a comparison of different system
configurations. The second set of results measure the performance of our implemented prototype. Additional
experiments and discussions, that illustrate the optimization process that can be carried out to tune the nodes
to handle web data, are included in an extended version of this paper [10].
4.2 Comparing different systems
In this section we present some selected results from our simulator. For simplicity we do not consider network
performance, i.e., we assume that the network is always capable of handling any traffic. Performance is solely
determined by the disk characteristics and the disk access pattern associated with the system configuration.
The architecture of the simulator and the details of the simulation process are described in an extended version
of this paper [10].
4.2.1 Comparing page organization methods

In this section, we use Table 1 to analyze the three page organization methods presented in Section 3.2. Note
that Table 1 only deals with the performance characteristics of a single node. Overall system performance,
though dependent on the performance of an individual node, is also influenced by other factors such as the
page distribution policy and the update strategy. These are discussed in the succeeding sections.
Performance characteristics : Table 1 compares these organizations based on their performance
characteristics.
● Streaming:Since pages are more tightly packed in a log, a log-structured node can stream out pages
62% faster than a hash-based node. A hashed-log node not only matches the high streaming rate of the
log-structured organization but also generates a sorted stream.
● Random read: Since the hash-based node does not have to use a local index for random reads, it is able
to read pages at a higher rate (46% higher) than a log-structured node.
● Page addition (random): A log-structured node can clearly append new pages at a much higher rate
than a hash-based node. Increasing the available memory to 10 MB improves the add rate for the
hash-based node from 23 to 35 pages/sec., still way under the performance of the log-structured node.
(The observed improvement is merely because buffering allows the use of a single disk sweep (the
"elevator algorithm") to update all the hash buckets.) Since a hashed-log node must distribute pages to
multiple logs, its page addition rate is only about 10% that of the log-structured organization. However,
this is still almost 20 times better than the page addition rate possible with the hash-based organization.
● Page addition (sorted): On the other hand, if pages are received in sorted order (by identifier), then the
merging technique of Section 3.2.1 can improve the page addition performance of the hash-based
organization by almost two orders of magnitude.
Performance Metric
Streaming rate and
ordering

Log-structured
6300 pages/sec
unsorted

Hash-based
3900 pages/sec
sorted

Hashed-log
6300 pages/sec
sorted

Random page access
rate
Page addition rate
(random order, no
buffering)
Page addition rate
(random order, 10MB
buffer)
Page addition rate
(sorted order, 10MB
buffer)

35 pages/sec

51 pages/sec

35 pages/sec

6100 pages/sec

23 pages/sec

53 pages/sec

6100 pages/sec

35 pages/sec

660 pages/sec

6100 pages/sec

1300 pages/sec

1300 pages/sec

Table 1: Comparing page organization methods on a single node (from simulation)
(Hash-based uses 1 million 64KB buckets with 60% average occupancy)

Space usage : The log-structured organization requires space to maintain catalog information. In our
experience, the catalog typically contributes an additional space overhead of only 1.2% which implies an
effective space utilization of almost 99%. For the hash-based organization, disk space utilization is a function
of how empty or full the hash buckets are. Analysis using sample data from our repository indicates that
average space utilization for this organization is typically around 60% [10].
Motivation for Hashed-log: The results of Table 1 suggest that in a batch system, update nodes should be
log-structured to support a large throughput from the crawler, while read nodes should be hash-based to
support high random read traffic. However, to achieve good performance at the read nodes during update,
pages transferred to them from the update nodes should arrive in sorted order. The log-structured organization
is not capable of providing such a sorted stream. However, the hashed-log organization provides exactly such
a facility in conjunction with a reasonably high page addition rate.
4.2.2 Comparing different configurations

To compare different system configurations, we require a notation to easily refer to a specific configuration.
We adopt the following convention:
● Incr[ p, o]: denotes a system that uses the incremental update scheme, policy p for distributing pages
across nodes, and organization method o to organize pages within each node. Here, p can be either
"hash" or "uniform" and o can be either "hash" or "log".
● Batch[U( p1, o1), R(p2, o2)]: denotes a system that uses the batch update scheme, uses policy p1 and
organization method o1 on the update nodes, and policy p2 and organization method o2 on the read
nodes.
For example, the system configuration for our prototype (as discussed in Section 4.1) can be represented as
Batch[U(hash,log), R(hash,log)].
Table 2 presents some sample performance results for three different system configurations that use the batch
update method, employ the hash distribution policy, and use hash-based page organization at the update
nodes. For this experiment we assume that 25% of the pages on the read nodes are replaced by newer versions
during the update process. We call this an update ratio of 0.25. The three configurations differ in the
organization method that they employ at the update nodes. The center column gives the page addition rate
supported by a single update node (derived earlier). If we multiply these entries by the number of update
nodes we get the total rate at which the crawler can deliver pages. The third column gives the total time to
perform a batch update of the read disks, and represents the time the repository would be unavailable to

clients. The last configuration, which uses a hashed-log organization at the update nodes, provides the best
balance between page addition rate and a reasonable batch update time. Note that because of the parallelism
available in the batch update systems, the update time does not depend on the number of nodes but is purely
determined by the update ratio.

System configuration
Batch[U(hash, log), R(hash, hash)]
Batch[U(hash, hash), R(hash, hash)]
Batch[U(hash, hashed-log), R(hash, hash)]

Page addition rate
[pages/sec/node]
6100
35
660

Batch update time
(update ratio=0.25)
11700 secs
1260 secs
1260 secs

Table 2: Sample performance results for different configurations (from simulation)

4.3 Experiments on overall system performance
Table 3 summarizes the results of experiments conducted directly on our prototype. Since our prototype
employs a log-structured organization on both sets of nodes, it exhibits impressive performance for both
streaming and page addition. Note that the results of Table 3 include network delays, and hence the numbers
are lower than those predicted by Table 1. In particular, the streaming rate is measured at our client module,
and the page addition rate is what the emulated crawler sees.
Performance Metric
Streaming rate
Page addition rate

Observed value
2800 pages/sec (per read node)
3200 pages/sec (per update node)

Batch update time
2451 seconds (for update ratio = 0.25)
Random page access rate 33 pages/sec (per read node)
Table 3: Performance of prototype (from actual measurements)

Figure 4 plots the variation of batch update time with update ratio for our prototype. As before, the update
ratio refers to the fraction of pages on the read nodes that are replaced by newer versions. Our prototype
system uses a batch update process with stages corresponding to Scenario 1 of Section 3.3.1. Figure 4 shows
how each stage contributes to the overall batch update time. (Note that the y-axis in Figure 4 is cumulative,
i.e., each curve includes the sum of the contributions of all the stages represented below it). For example, for
an update ratio of 0.25, we see that catalog update, page identifier transfer, and B-tree construction require
only 26, 84, and 88 seconds respectively. However, compaction requires 1244 secs whereas page transfer
requires 1008 seconds. The domination of compaction and page transfer holds at all update ratios. In addition,
the figure shows that the time for page transfer remains almost constant, independent of the update ratio. This
is because an increase in update ratio requires a corresponding increase in the number of update nodes to
accommodate the larger number of pages being received from the crawler. Since page transfer is an operation
that each update node executes independently and simultaneously, we are able to achieve perfect parallelism
and keep the page transfer time constant. Compaction, on the other hand, exhibits a marked decrease with
increase in update ratio. This is reasonable, since at higher update ratios, more class A pages are deleted,
thereby leaving behind a smaller set of class B pages to be moved around on the read nodes during
compaction.

Figure 4: Batch update time of prototype

4.4 Summary
There is a wide spectrum of system configurations for a web repository, each with different strengths and
weaknesses. The choice of an appropriate configuration is influenced by the deployment environment, the
anticipated workload, and the functional requirements. Some of the factors that influence this choice are
crawling speed, required random page access performance, required streaming performance, node computing
power and storage space, and the importance of continuous service. For example, in an environment that
includes a high-speed crawler, configurations that perform poorly on page addition, such as Incr[hash, hash]
or Batch[U(hash,hash), R(*,*)], are not suitable. Similarly, if continuous service is essential in a certain
environment, then none of the batch update based schemes presented in this paper would be applicable. Table
4 presents a summary of the relative performance of some of the more useful system configurations. In that
table, the symbols ++, +, +-, -, and -- represent, in that order, a spectrum of values from the most favorable to
the least favorable for a given performance metric.

System configuration

Streaming

Incr [hash, log]
Incr [uniform, log]
Incr [hash, hash]
Batch
[U(hash, log), R(hash, log)]
Batch
[U(hash, log), R(hash, hash)]
Batch
[U(hash, hash), R(hash, hash)]
Batch
[U(hashed-log, hash), R(hash, hash)]
Table 4: Relative performance of different system configurations
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5. Related work
From the nature of their services, one can infer that all web search engines either construct, or have access to,
a web repository. However, these are proprietary and often specific to the search application. In this paper, we
have attempted to discuss, in an application-independent manner, the functions and features that would be
useful in a web repository, and have proposed an architecture that provides these functions efficiently.
A number of web-based services have used web repositories as part of their system architecture. However,
often the repositories have been constructed on a much smaller scale and for a restricted purpose. For
example, the WebGUIDE system [7] allows users to explore changes to the World Wide Web and web
structure by supporting recursive document comparison. It tracks changes to a user-specified set of web pages
using the AT&T Difference Engine (AIDE) [6] and provides a graphical visualization tool on top of AIDE.
The AIDE version repository retrieves and stores only pages that have explicitly been requested by users. As
such, the size of the repository is typically much smaller than the sizes targeted by WebBase. Similarly,
GlimpseHTTP (now called WebGlimpse) [13] provides text-indexing and "neighborhood-based" search
facilities on existing repositories of web pages. Here again, the emphasis is more on the actual indexing
facility and much less on the construction and maintenance of the repository.
The Internet Archive [11] project aims to build a digital library for long-term preservation of web-published
information. The focus of that project is on addressing issues relevant to archiving and preservation. Their
target client population consists of scientists, sociologists, journalists, historians, and others who might want
to use this information in the future for research purposes. On the other hand, our focus with WebBase has
been on architecting a web repository in such a way that it can be kept relatively fresh, and be able to act as an
immediate and current source of web information for a large number of existing applications.
The use of log-structured organization in our storage manager is based on the work on log-structured file
systems described in [15]. However, there are two essential differences between the two systems. The first is
the use of multiple disks in WebBase, that enables us to separate the read and update operations across
disjoint sets of nodes. The second difference is the need for WebBase to support high-speed streaming, an
operation that is not part of the anticipated workload in the design of LFS.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we proposed an architecture for structuring a large shared repository of web pages. We argued
that the construction of such a repository calls for judicious application of new and existing techniques. We
discussed the design of the storage manager in detail and presented qualitative and experimental analysis to
evaluate the various options at every stage in the design.
Our WebBase prototype is currently being developed based on the architecture of Section 2. Currently,
working implementations of an incremental crawler, the storage manager, the indexing module, and a query
engine are available. Most of the low-level networking and file-system operations have been implemented in
C/C++ whereas the query interface has been implemented in Java.
For the future, we plan to implement and experiment with some of the more advanced system configurations
that we presented in Section 4.2.2. We also plan to develop advanced streaming facilities, as discussed in
Section 2.1, to provide more client control over streams. Eventually, we plan to enhance WebBase so that it
can maintain a history of web pages and provide temporal information.
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